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_2~~The d.esign of a ccizbined passive and active sonar system In the

form of a programmable specia l pur pose canputer is feasible with current
technology. In fact, the flexibility offered by such a system bri ngs
to the foreground an important sonar prob lem: What algoritIm~s are most

S effective in acccenp].ishing a given task or mission ? Since many of the
a1gorIt~ins are non-linear and m ay  not be directly analyzed in terms of
relevant performance parameters , a Monte Carlo simulation has been

‘ LJ J developed. The essence of the technique is to develop a representat ive
~~~ stochastic sequenc e and carefully observe the a].gorit hn (or algorItbns )
LL-. response under controlled conditions. / j~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The aim in developing the ccanputer simulation prog rams was to
build in enough flexihil&t. y to provide for the simulat ion of several
different type s of ~Ignai. processin g hardware and to allow either
synthesized signals and noise , (Monte Carlo Techniques ) or taped sea
data as input . By allowing for modification to key programs, direct
system ccm~par Isons can be made with Ident ical stochastic samples. The
~~~roducibility and exact contro l of synthsized signal and noise
cha racteristics are the most important features.

Detaile d in thi s report are six specific ccinputer progr ams which
are the result of a mnultibea m sonar study In progress by Code 22142 .
The six prog rams are shown in Figure 1 and will be detaile d in that
order. The first three progra ms are used to synthesize a realistic
acoustic field , and the last three are used to simulate the hardware 3
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and. extract certain statistics.

Synthesis of Independent Filtered Random Noise

The purpose of the first program was to produce several channels
of independent filtered random noise with a specified spectral shape .
The noise is produced by initially generating a series of independent
and normally distributed random numbers and. then “providing time
correlation or dependence” with digital filtering techniques to produce
the desired spectral characteristics for each channel.

The techniques used to generate independent but repeatable random
numbers by digital computer are detailed in an excellent survey paper
by Chambers • Besides describing the history and application of random
number generation by computers, a survey was made of current algorithns
and. their shortcomings. Chambers conclusio~ was that perhaps the best
algoritIm~ is the multiplicative congruental (power residue) method.
This method involves multiphying two thirty-five bit numbers together
(ane of them always being the same ) and taking the least significant
thirty-five bits of the result as the random number generated. This
number is also used as the next multiplier. The success of this
method depends on the choice of the constant and on the choice of a
starting random number. The method is extremely fast (about 8 M s as
coded by the author on a UNIVAC 1108) and will with proper normalization
present numbers evenly distributed between 0 and 1 with negligible
dependence fran number to number.

The numbers are then transformed to a Gaussian or normal distribu-
tion with a zero mean and unit2variance using a poi.ynczninal fit to the
cumulative distribution curve. These numbers are now equivalent to
the mumbers that would be obtained after sampling a bandliinited low pass
noise apectrwn of 1 volt RMS at twice the cutoff ( Nyquist) frequency.
The remaining task is to produce correlation between the numbers so
that they look like numbers which were obtained fran sampling a bandpass
process at several t imes Nyquist. This is accomplished by some form
of digital fi ltering.

The th~o~y and application of digital filtering has been documented
many piaces~~~ and is founded on Z-transform theorf , The most efficient
method in terms of machine cycles is usually a filter of the recursive
type. Such an algorit~in works with future, present and past samples to
properly filter the data. It was desired for the initial simulation
to synthesize a bandpass filter in the frequency domain with rather
steep skirts so a 5th order ButterwOrt h design was used. Si.~ch a filte
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has the response shown in Figure 2 and needs 17 multiply add.s per data
point. Using the above techniques the author has been able to produce
over 50 channels of independent filtered. noise about 20,000 samples
long in under two minutes on the UNIVAC 1108.

~~~thesis of Signals

This program is designed to create multi-channel signals with
any desired characteristics to be added to the synthesized noise .
Normally in sonar applications the signal is distinguished by its
spatial distribution being a plane wave, and by some spectral shape.
To properly form the signal a time delay structure is specified and
a single channel of filtered noise , sinusoidal components, etc. is
split and properly delayed into the correct number of channels . Since
the signal is virtually formed on a sample by sample basis the type
of signals formed may vary with time. This allows simulation of fading
channels , transients , and echoes. The time delay structure for the
array under simulation and the type of signal are data inputs to thi s
program. The signal to noise ratios are controlled at the time the
signal is added to the spatially correlated noise produced in the third
program.

~jnthesis of Hyd.rophone Inputs

It was desired to structure the signal and noise for this simula-
tion to have a realistic acoustic spatial structure as well as temporal
atructura. In order to accomplish this a method for producing inter-
~~drophoge correlation for the noise field was necessary since some
arr ays7’ are operating in such an environment. The technique for
producing the interh ydrophone correlation is detailed in a USL Report
by Eby9 and will be reviewed for the reader in a simple form , as used
by this progra m.

Let e1(t), e2(t), - - - ,eN(t) repre sent the volta ge at the N
hydrophones in question, having a specified covariance matrix R = (r jj )
where n j = ej(t)ei(t). The results of the first program produced N
independent channels of noise, which will be represented_as x_(t)~x2(t).
The noise (uncorrelated between channels ) covariance is xj(t)~j(tj = 0

for all I ~ j. In order to introduce correlation between the channels
an NXN matrix of real frequency independent weights A = (aj j ), which
will be called the connection matrix, must be found . The specified
covaniance matrix may be expressed in terms of the connection matrix
es:

R _ A A T (1)
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It turns out there are many A matrices , (at least 2N ) which willsatisfy (i)  for a particular R matrix. A particular A matrix may befound by solving R for its N ~igenvalues, denoted as — 

~ , forming adiagonal matrix D whose main diagonal consists of the X , , and a matrixC whose j th row ~re the elements of the 1tn eigenvector associated withR. Then

A = 1)~C (2)

where is the square root of the diagonal matrix I).

Another method for solving equation (1) due to ?.~ raaglia~-0, provides
an algonitlin for finding the elements of a triangular matrix A in terms
of the original covariance elements as follows:

a11 = ,
~

( r1~~~
’ (3)

— rl~/a11 (
~

)
1-1

a11 =~f (n i - 

~~~ ~~ i > 1 (5)

ajj = r1~ - 

~~~~
ami

amj fra u i > 1 (6)
m=l

ajj  = 0, I > j (7)

Using either of these solutions a network such as the one in
Figure 3, may be used so that a particular hydrophone voltage ej ( t )

N

e1(t) 
= ~~~~aj~ x~(t) (8)

is in general a linear combination of the N uncorrelated channels .

Since the correlated noise field is formed on a sample by sample
basis the interhydrophone corre].ati on may be prcgranm~ed as a function

• of time. In addition thi s method allows the study of arrays operating
in acoustic noise fields that have unequal correlat ion , between equi-.
distant hyd.rophones.
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The third program is also used to add the signals generated inthe second program to the correlated noise at any desired S/N ratioat any phone. Multi-target situations are synthesized by the repeatedaddition of various signals , and time varying S/N ratios are producedby changing the S/N ratios as a function of time.

Forming of Multiple Beams

The fourth program is designed to form multiple beams from the
noise and signals that have been synthesized in the first three
programs . A pre-calculated t ime delay structure for the particular
array geometry of interest is used to form any nimiber of desired
beams . In addition different non-linear operat ions may be performed
on the data before beaznforming so that different systems may be compared
under identical noise and signal characteristics. The high order
statistics at the beanformer output present considerable analytical
difficulties for certain of the non-linear operations, but are of
considerable interest in system design and performance, and may be
estimated from this program.

Post Beamforming Processing

After beaanforming a variety of algorithms exist for multibeam
sonars that deal with normalization, detection, tracking and parameter
estimation that are easily programmed. Simulations of these algorithms
are not meaningful however if the high order statistics are unknown at
the inputs, and what their relationship is to the input acoustic field.
Therefore they must be an integral part of the total simulation. An
example of the difficulties encountered is shown by considering the
problem of trying to locate an echo on three adjacent beams. What is
the probability of an echo being detected on two of the three adjacent
beams ? Do false alarms occur at the same time on all three beams?
The problems are clearly of a multidimensional nature , where the
efficiency of Monte Carlo techniques becomes ccsnpetitive with
theoretical methods.

Statistical_Estimation and Utility Routines

The last main program is designed to provide estimates of the
relevant statistics at various points in the algorithm or ‘ system~ .
Various plots and graphs are produced and summaries of each run. In
addition , various routines are used for tape handling, since tapes

• are produced between each program so that different algorithms may be
compared with the same inputs. Some of these routines have been 4
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detailed in other USL Technical Memorandtun~-14~
Conclusions

Monte Carlo simulations can provide detailed knowledge of’ howmajor and minor changes in an algorithm (and the corresponding specialpurpose hardware used to implement the algorithm) effect certain sonarperformance parameters , under identical and controllable input conditions .
Because of this it provides a unique sonar design capability that may
be effectively used in trade-off studies. In most cases the simulations
run on a general purpose computer will not run as fast as the special
purpose hardware, and therefore should not be used in a major data
reduction program.

R. L. Gordon
Electronic Research Engineer
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